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Recruiting Overview



Determine Need for 

Position (Include budget)

Create the Position 

Description. Determine 

the Competencies. 

Post and Source the 

Position

Review Applicant Pool 

After Designated Amount 

of Time

Screen / Forward Top  

Qualified Candidates to 

Supervisor 

Interview Confirmed Final 

Candidates 

(“Close out” – share 

company info / benefits 

with each candidate)

Thoroughly evaluate 

feedback and application 

information of Candidates 

Make an Offer to Top 

Candidate

(Once accepted, 

personally call other 

interviewed candidates)

On-Board New Employee

Create a comprehensive 

On-Boarding / Initial 

Professional Development 

Plan

Sample: Workflow
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SAMPLE FROM PNNL: 

Taking on great challenges in science, energy and national security.

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory advances the frontiers of knowledge, 

taking on some of the world’s greatest science and technology challenges. 

Distinctive strengths in chemistry, earth sciences, and data analytics are the heart of 

our science mission, laying a foundation for innovations that improve America’s 

energy resiliency and enhance our national security. 

We are a national lab with Pacific Northwest roots and global reach. Whether 

our researchers are unlocking the mysteries of Earth’s climate, helping modernize 

the U.S. electric power grid, or safeguarding ports around the world from nuclear 

smuggling, we accept great challenges for one purpose: to create a world that 

is safer, cleaner, more prosperous, and more secure. 

Let us show you what happens when great minds meet great challenges.  

What’s Your Employee Values Preposition:
“Why should I work here?”

“An employee value proposition (EVP) 

is the unique set of benefits that an 

employee receives in return for the 

skills, capabilities, and experience 

they bring to a company. ... When 

integrated into all aspects of a 

business, a strong EVP will help retain 

top performers and attract the best 

external talent.”
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Strategic Hire 
This is about a candidate that has the ability to elevate the organization in a significant way. 

This is about the once in a life time candidate that you need to hire and get in the organization 

in some capacity. 

• Key question: Is this a backfill or expanding into a new area

• HR needs to provides data and reports to senior leadership (justification and data)

• Due to possible compensation that will exceed the organizational standard, leadership needs to approve and 

data need s to be tracked (i.e. “How many strategic hires did we fill this fiscal year?”)

Critical / Key Hire
This is about the role (different from a “Strategic Hire”). A position that directly supports 

strategic capabilities / skills required, helps to deliver on our business value proposition and 

strategic objectives.

• A position that is to a department’s success; without it, the department could suffer financially and / or 

reputationally

• A position in which the external labor market is usually in short supply

• A position that requires unique and critical expertise 

• Due to possible compensation that will exceed the organizational standard, leadership needs to approve and 

data need s to be tracked

Hot Skills [Position] 
Technical Disciplines that are hard to hire and very competitive. Sample list bellow

Data Analyst / Scientist

Software Engineer 

Cyber Security 

Computer Scientist

• Due to possible compensation that will exceed the organizational standard, leadership needs to approve and data 

need s to be tracked

Key Diverse / Affinity Group Hires
• AAP / EEO Defined “Underrepresented Ethnic Group”

• Gender 

• Veterans / Active Military 

• Individual w/ Disabilities (IWD)

* Hiring Managers often not  allowed to see summary 

OFCCP / Department of Labor Key Definitions

• Applicants: job seekers who have “applied” for your job opening. They have either 

sent a resume to you or completed an application

• Candidates: active applicants that recruiters have screened and verify qualified for 

the requirements of the job opening

• Good Faith Efforts: goal-setting efforts to eradicate and prevent discrimination in the 

hiring process.

(This entails using specific job posting platforms and developing targeted, meaningful 

relationships with different organizations that can assist in getting job openings in front 

of a diverse applicant pool.)

Foreign National / H1B Visa (Data and Policy 

Considerations
An individual who is a citizen of any country other than the United States

Defining & Categorizing Workforce 
Needs and Challenges 
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Create Tools for Hiring Manager / 
Train them on the Process

October 9, 2021
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Recruiting Team & 
Requisition Load

FTE Recruiting

5 Recruiting Coordinators

6 Recruiter
362 Hires: FY20

University Recruiting

(a.k.a. “Interns”)

4 Staffing Coordinators
3 University Recruiters
503 Hires: FY20
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Diversity in Recruiting



Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

How would you define…

Diversity

Inclusion

Equity
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Diversity Recruiting Components

“Effective Diversity, Equity and Inclusive Recruiting should be embedded throughout our process.” 

AAP / EEO

Training 

Hiring Managers will know Position AAP 
Goals

Hiring Managers and Recruiters 

will plan and track Sourcing Efforts to 
set a consistent standard for effective use of 
sourcing tools and networks / associations

Consideration / Review of applicant pool as it 

relates to AAP Goals, Good Faith 
Outreach and Self-Identified 
Diversity data 

Diversity & Inclusion
“Inclusive Excellence” 

Inclusive Recruiting Training 

Talent Acquisition staff will go through a DEI 
Learning Plan for the year

Must-Do’s for Writing Inclusive Job 
Descriptions (article)  

There will be a creation of a list of targeted Diverse 
Sourcing Platforms, Professional 

Associations and Specific Post-
Secondary Institutions

Talent Acquisition will partner with ERGs and 

Diversity Committees or DILT 

Hiring Managers need to consider Diversity & 
Cultural Competence of Screening 
Committee participants - - not just having a 

Diversity on the Hiring Committee

https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/job-descriptions/2018/5-must-dos-for-writing-inclusive-job-descriptions#:~:text=To%20make%20your%20job%20descriptions,inclusive%20and%20less%20likely%20to
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Build Relationships with Targeted Professional 

Associations, Colleges and Virtual Platforms 
(12 pages of over 300 Diversity Sourcing Leads)

Cold Calling

Article: Increasing Diversity in the Accounting Workforce

Article: 50 Best Accounting Firms

LinkedIn Groups

Top Degree 

Producing Colleges

“Inclusive” Language

Sourcing

https://www.accountingfoundation.org/jsp/Foundation/Page/FAFSectionPage&cid=1176164361135&pf=true
https://www.vault.com/blogs/in-the-black-vaults-finance-careers-blog/50-best-accounting-firms-to-work-for
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Type of Interview 

Question

Description

** Competency Based The goal is to test a candidate’s attributes, knowledge and behavior that 

would lead to a candidate being successful in the job. 

Behavior Based The primary goal of these types of questions is to assess character –

specifically how a candidate approaches potentially challenging situations 

and how they are able to explain how they would do so again if hired.

Situational Bases Give the candidate the opportunity to display their approach to a specific 

scenario / situation and how they would handle it. 

Cultural Competence is the ability to 

understand, communicate with and 

effectively interact with people 

across cultures.

Cultural competence encompasses. 

being aware of one's own world view. 

developing positive attitudes 

towards cultural differences. gaining 

knowledge of 

different cultural practices and world 

views.

Reducing Bias in the Interview Process



Determine Need for 

Position (Include budget)

*

Create the Position 

Description. Determine 

the Competencies. 

*

Post and Source the 

Position

Review Applicant Pool 

After Designated Amount 

of Time

Screen / Forward Top  

Qualified Candidates to 

Supervisor 

*

Interview Confirmed Final 

Candidates 

(“Close out” – share 

company info / benefits 

with each candidate)

Thoroughly evaluate 

feedback and application 

information of Candidates 

*

Make an Offer to Top 

Candidate

(Once accepted, 

personally call other 

interviewed candidates)

On-Board New Employee

*

Create a comprehensive 

On-Boarding / Initial 

Professional Development 

Plan

Sample: Workflow
* Diversity & Inclusion actions should be happening
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Sourcing / Name Generation

“Touches” (University Recruiting)

Sourcing Platforms & Contacts 
(listed and tracked for  “Good Faith Efforts”)

Data / Metrics

Applicant / Candidate Pool
Intern Applicants 
(* applicants, job family, diversity – Vets, IWD, “Minority” 
& “Women”)

FTE Applicants 
(* applicants, job family, diversity Vets, IWD, “Minority” & 

“Women”)

Interviewed
(* applicants, job family, diversity – Vets, IWD, “Minority” 

& “Women”)

Offers /  Accepts 
(* applicants, job family, diversity Vets, IWD, “Minority” & 

“Women”)

Total & Net Hires 
(* applicants, job family, level, diversity – Vets, IWD, 

“Minority” & “Women”)

Process Improvement

Education Level (*)

Internal Hires

Overall Time-To-Fill & SLA 
Data

“How did you hear about 
us?” / Source & Sub source

Department Target / 
Workforce Planning Needs

Candidate Experience 

(Likert scale survey)

Hiring Manager Experience 
(Likert scale survey)
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Questions / Thoughts / Ideas



Thank you
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